“As a result of training, our new services fully leverage available AWS capabilities, which results in better architectures and more scalable services that are more cost-effective to operate.”
– Sephora

“AWS Training and Certification helped us transform as a company by defining a path where business and IT came closer together to provide better and faster solutions for our customers.”
– Volkswagen Financial Services

Optimize your cloud costs

Explore cost management tools

Introductions to AWS Billing and Cost Management provides a basic overview of AWS Billing and Cost Management services and dashboards. Explore AWS tools, and learn how to set up budget alerts.

Read more

Create cost optimization strategies

AWS Cloud Financial Management for Analysts: Learn how to manage, optimize, and estimate costs for workloads on AWS. Learn how to implement best practices and design more cost-efficient solutions.

Read more

Apply architectural best practices

Well-architected Best Practices enables your team to make informed cloud architecture decisions by leveraging the AWS Well-Architected Framework.

Read more

Build a cloud financial management roadmap

AWS Foundations: Cost Management explains cloud-related financial activities, including the six essential capabilities for building your organization’s Cloud Financial Management roadmap.

Read more

Manage overall cloud finances

AWS Cloud for Finance Professionals helps finance organizations manage costs, and plan their cloud spendings. Learn how to be more cost-conscious while innovating within your finance organization.

Read more

AWS Training and Certification can deliver

234% ROI as quantified by Forrester

“For training on the AWS Cloud, we’ve identified new architectures to reduce costs and increase efficiencies.”
– Sephora Financial Services

“AWS supported our engineering teams to not only identify new technologies, but also how to implement them cost-effectively.”
– Volkswagen Financial Services

“AWS Training and Certification helped us transform as a company by defining a path where business and IT came closer together to provide better and faster solutions for our customers.”
– Sephora Financial Services

“By training on the AWS Cloud, we’ve identified new architectures to reduce costs and increase efficiencies.”
– Sephora Financial Services

“AWS Training and Certification can deliver as quantified by Forrester

“AWS Training and Certification helped us transform as a company by defining a path where business and IT came closer together to provide better and faster solutions for our customers.”
– Sephora Financial Services

“The right cloud training can help your team build flexible, cost-optimized cloud architectures. Start with these AWS Training courses.”

2 Forrester Consulting, “The Total Economic Impact of AWS Training and Certification,” 2022 Commissioned by AWS.